
 

 
Match Prep 

 

While most young children are enthusiastic about playing a “Match” at the U9 level a structure should start to appear to 
make the pre-match, the match and post match more enjoyable for everyone involved 

   

 
Warm Up 

 

Where possible a standardised warm up should be formed during training sessions, thereby when attending a match it should 
be very familiar to the kids to repeat the warm up they have already practised. Most young children are capable to go and 
play with little warm up (think breaks in school), but non the less a short warm up, and some ball handling skills should suffice 

   

 
Picking the Team 

 

Players at this age, should not have too closely defined positions and should be free to play where needed and are 
comfortable to do so. At this age there should not be a captain 

   

 
Playing the Game 

 

At this age it is very common for all the kids to run after the ball. This causes bunching and crowding, resulting in the players 
with the ball to panic and not get the most out of it. Focus should be on spreading the play and players around. 
We encourage the coaches to be close to the players and give reasonable direction 

   

 

After the Game 

 

   

A good practice is to bring all the players together, to remove the jerseys/bibs and down a small cool down. Again, this cool 
down should be practised at the end of regular training sessions to ensure familiarity 
 

Focus Points 

Positions • Are all the children aware of the positions 
  

Space • Not to bunch up 
  

Kick Outs • Keeping the Goalkeeper calm and kick to the sides 
  

Hand passing • Work on hand passing to further the ball down the 
pitch 

  

Scoring • Scores are unimportant and all matches should result in 
a “draw” 

Kick Pass • Using the kick pass to work the ball up the field 

U9 Game Awareness 


